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This book is dedicated to
my parents for letting go to
school otherwise this book

would´t exist.



Brian the alien is looking for a new friend
because he feels lonely, but none of the other

aliens want to be friends with him.
 
 
 
 

So off Brian goes to Josh. Josh knows
everything about space and planets, he
should know where to find a new friend.

1.



Brian asks Josh where to find a friend, Brian
asks ¨What planet should i look on?.¨

“You should explore on Mercury. Closest to
the Sun, go on Brian your journey has now

begun.

2.



 
Off goes Brian to Mercury but finds nothing

but rocks and craters. So then back goes
Brian to go see Josh and tell him that it felt

boring and that no one was there.

3.



“Maybe try boiling Venus the
hottest planet ever and look down,

it's actually close to Mercury.”

4.



 
    Off flies Brian in his spaceship going to Venus. But
yet still finds nothing except a very hot surface that

fries his feet.

5.



¨I reckon you should try Jupiter it´s
ENORMOUS. Biggest of them all, it might
take a while to explore it because you are

quite small¨

6.



Brian flies off to explore
Jupiter it feels like forever, at
least he didn't get sucked into
the storm. Brian finds no one

so just leaves again.

7.



¨Hmm URANUS! Would be way too COLD!¨ Josh
mumbles  ¨Try Saturn. It's impossible to miss because
of its massive rings. Plus if there's no one there check
the moons after all it's nicknamed the Moon King.¨

8.



Brian thanks Josh and flies to Saturn
but still finds nothing not even on its

moons.

9.



¨Try Neptune it's a gassy ocean
but hurry up because its so far
away it's like it´s moving  in

slow motion¨ says Josh 10.



 
Brian flies off extra fast to try and find

Neptune.

12



Brian cant find Neptune but did find a big blue planet.
¨Hmmm what did Josh say would be too cold Urane?

under? URANUS!¨ before Brian could leave to find Neptune
agian he was stuck.

13



 
                             He swims and
flies all around to find nothing,

not even on its MOONS!

Finally Brian got to Neptune. Brian saw
Neptune also had a storm, way smaller than
Jupiter´s though. Neptune was so cold and

bitter just  like Uranus.

14.



Brian flies back to Josh saying ¨It's no use.¨ Then
¨AH HA.¨ Josh shouts ¨I figured it out! Try Earth

the planets pretty rare with lots of life because of
its fresh air. Don't worry brain you won't be alone
there has to be someone that calls Earth HOME!¨

Off Brian goes excited as ever
with lots of hope because of
Earth will he find a friend? 15.



Off Brian goes flying with a
smile

16.



  Lets see if he finds a
friend. 17



Brian crashes into a
tree right next to a

house its so green and
colourful.

 

18.



               He jumps out and
sees a HUMAN!

19.



Brian and the human
don't know what to

say but then the
human introduces

himself.

Hi i´m
john

20.



Then Brian introduces himself as well

and John showed him around.

Brian is so happy he found a friend and thanks
Josh a lot  Brian and John.

John wants to show Brian so many new things.

 

21.



 

John and Brian have lots of fun and where best friends

they went to the park and Brian tells him Mars they had

fun almost every day because they were best friends.

 

22.



One day
Brian  shows
John  Mars.

John´s never
seen Mars
before he
thinks it´s
awesome.

23.
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Brian's Friend is a story about Brian the alien
looking for a new friend because none of the
other aliens want to be his friend. Come with

Brian on a journey through space hopping
from planet to planet to see whether Brian

finds a friend.




